In two prior studies, we investigated the neural mechanisms of spatial attention using a combined event-related potential (ERP) and positron emission tomography (PET) approach (Heinze et al. [1994] : Nature 392:543-546; Mangun et al. [1997]: Hum Brain Mapp 5:273-279). Neural activations in extrastriate cortex were observed in the PET measures for attended stimuli, and these effects were related to attentional modulations in the ERPs at specific latencies. The present study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and ERPs in single subjects to investigate the intersubject variability in extrastriate spatial attention effects, and to qualitatively compare this to variations in ERP attention effects. Activations in single subjects replicated our prior group-averaged PET findings, showing attention-related increases in blood flow in the posterior fusiform and middle occipital gyri in the hemisphere contralateral to attended visual stimuli. All subjects showed attentional modulations of the occipital P1 component of the ERPs. These findings in single subjects demonstrate the consistency of extrastriate attention effects, and provide information about the feasibility of this approach for integration of electrical and functional imaging data.
INTRODUCTION
Attending and ignoring events in the visual world significantly influences how they are processed and perceived. Electrophysiological investigations in animals [e.g., Moran and Desimone, 1985; Motter, 1994] , and in humans [e.g., Eason et al., 1969; Van Voorhis and Hillyard, 1977; see Mangun, 1995 for a review] have demonstrated that sensory-evoked visual activity is modulated by selective attention. In humans, functional neuroimaging has also been utilized successfully to identify the anatomical loci of attentional modulations in stimulus processing, and has demonstrated that selective attention can influence visual input analysis in discrete regions of extrastriate visual cortex [e.g., Corbetta et al., 1991; Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun et al., 1997; Woldorff et al., 1997] .
We investigated the relationship between electrophysiological and functional imaging measures of selective attention in recent studies of spatial selective attention in humans [Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun et al., 1997] . Electromagnetic (EEG and MEG) and functional neuroimaging (PET and fMRI) measures provide complementary views of brain function, each emphasizing slightly different aspects of information process-ing in the nervous system. Event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded from the scalp or intracranially, provide direct, high-temporal resolution signatures of neural activity. In contrast, functional imaging methods yield high-anatomical resolution measures of the blood flow that is coupled to neuronal activity [see Mangun et al., 1998a for a theoretical discussion]. In our above referenced studies, we found that visual selective attention to stimuli in one visual half-field resulted in increases of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the posterior fusiform and middle occipital gyri of the hemisphere contralateral to the attended hemifield. Based on modeling of electrical activity, and observed covariations in attention effects for ERPs and rCBF, we proposed that a well-established ERP spatial attention effect, known as the P1 effect (80-130 msec poststimulus latency), was most likely generated in the posterior fusiform gyrus in human extrastriate visual cortex. This was significant because the P1 attention effect in the visual ERPs is the earliest electrical sign of selective attention to be consistently observed in humans in visual tasks [e.g., Luck et al., 1994; Mangun et al., 1993] .
In the present study, the goal was to replicate our previous findings in PET using fMRI in order to more closely relate the attentional activations to individual cortical anatomy. In addition, we wished to assess the degree of variability of extrastriate cortical attention effects across subjects, and especially, to determine whether all subjects who showed modulations in the posterior fusiform gyrus also showed middle occipital activations. Similarly, this study permitted us to determine whether all subjects who showed clear P1 attention effects in the ERPs, also showed consistent modulation of the posterior fusiform gyrus, and vice versa. The design was similar to the paradigm we have used previously except that the attention conditions were now varied between attend-left and attend-right every 16 sec during a run of 4 min 48 sec duration-in the prior PET studies the attention conditions were blocked over 2 min periods and were separated by about 10 min between scans.
METHODS

Design
Stimuli consisted of bilateral arrays of four symbols (approximately 2.0 ϫ 1.0 degrees of visual angle each) flashed in rapid (ISI ϭ 250-550 msec) sequence on a translucent back-projection screen under computer control. The subjects were reclined in the scanner and wore prism glasses to view the stimuli on the screen that was positioned near their feet. The symbols were in the upper visual field (approximately 1.0 degree from the horizontal meridian to bottom edge) and were located at eccentricities of approximately 4.0 and 5.5 degrees (to center of symbol) in the left and right visual half fields. Stimulus durations were 50 msec, and the symbols were presented in white on a black background. There was a central fixation square and two outline boxes present continuously on the screen throughout the sequence-the boxes demarcated the stimulus locations.
Subjects (n ϭ 6) were healthy volunteers with normal vision and were all right-handed. A custom built bite bar minimized head movements in the scanner. They were instructed to fixate a central square on the screen and maintain fixation. A warning stimulus indicated the beginning of a 32 sec baseline period where scans were taken and the background and fixation point display was visible but no task was being performed. At the end of the 32 sec baseline, an arrow appeared at fixation that indicated which hemifield to attend (covertly) for the next 16 sec; the arrow remained on the screen for the duration of each 16 sec epoch. The subjects were admonished to maintain eye position on the center of the fixation point. Prior to the fMRI session, an ERP session permitted training of the subjects in the task and in maintaining fixation, and those who could not maintain fixation in this session, as indicated by electrooculographic recordings and infrared video camera monitoring, were not invited to participate in the fMRI session. The subjects were all graduate students or postdoctoral researchers with high motivation to comply with the experimental instructions, and were experienced observers. The direction of the arrow, and hence direction of attention alternated every 16 sec for the remainder of the 4 min 48 sec run. A random 10% of the arrays contained targets consisting of identical symbols in one hemifield; these required a manual right-hand button press by the subjects when the targets appeared at the attended location. The subjects were explicitly told to ignore the stimuli in the opposite field, which was the preferred strategy in order to detect the targets in the attended hemifield.
Scanning and analyses
Functional images were obtained using a General Electric (GE) Signa 1.5 Tesla whole-body scanner with an elliptical end-capped quadrature radio frequency and local gradient head coil (Medical Advances, Inc.) designed for whole-brain volume echo planar imaging (EPI). EPI images were obtained using gradient re-called echo in the coronal plane. Sixteen separate interleaved slices were collected with a 2.0 sec repetition time (TR), and a time to echo (TE) of 40 ms, and flip angle (FA) of 90 degrees. Slice thickness was 6 mm with an interslice gap of 2 mm, allowing whole-brain volume imaging beginning with the occipital pole and ending posterior to the frontal pole. However, for the purposes of the present report, we only considered the data from those two slices that corresponded to the region of visual cortex where our prior PET studies revealed significant activations. A 64 ϫ 64 matrix and 22 cm field of view (FOV) was used, yielding an effective voxel size of 3.43 mm ϫ 3.43 mm ϫ 6 mm. Fourier image reconstruction included the application of N/2 ghost correction using image phase correction [Buonocore and Gao, 1997] . Neural activation was detected by the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast mechanism [e.g., Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992 ] that lead to differences in magnetization using T2* weighted EPI. High-resolution proton density fast spin echo images (512 ϫ 512 matrix, 22 cm FOV) were also obtained in the coronal plane during the same scanning session to provide anatomical images for coregistration with the functional images. These anatomical scans were acquired with the following parameters: TR ϭ 4.2 sec; TE ϭ 36 and 136 ms; echo train ϭ 8; 6 mm skip 2 mm slices.
High pass filtering, using a 16-image moving average, was applied at each pixel to remove low frequency temporal drifts of the signal. Functional activation was assessed by linear vector space analysis [Bandettini et al., 1993] . Task specific functional activation was assessed by computing the linear correlation coefficient (r) of these signal changes with a box-car reference waveform that represents the periodic alterations in the experimental conditions (e.g., attend-left vs. attend-right, etc.). Statistical significance was determined after computing the corrected degrees of freedom (df). This was done by comparing the strength of activation of allegedly activated pixels (using r) with the distribution of strength of unactivated pixels in the brain image. The histogram of r values from a sample population of unactivated pixels (i.e., the central r distribution in the whole brain) was used to derive the corrected df. An estimation of the df is necessary because the noise in the time series cannot be assumed to be white noise, due to the presence of correlated physiological noise [Buonocore and Maddock, 1997; c.f., Bandettini et al., 1993] .
The images were filtered using a 3 ϫ 3 median filter, which emphasized clusters of activation, and pixels below the corrected P-value of .05 were considered to be statistically reliable in individual subjects. These pixels were coregistered with the high-resolution anatomical scans for determination of the gross anatomy, and for presentation. Coregistration was achieved by applying linear translations and stretching of the functional images to match the anatomical images, after the statistical analyses had been performed. Quantification of significant activations was performed by counting the size of the activated cluster in each of five anatomically-defined regions, the calcarine cortex (inferior bank), lingual gyrus, posterior fusiform gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus, and middle occipital gyrus.
Electrophysiology
In the ERP recording session, EEG was recorded from 92 channels (.1-100 Hz bandpass), digitized at 256 Hz, and stored on hard disk for off-line analysis. Tin electrodes mounted in an elastic electrode cap (Electrocap International, Inc.) were used to record the EEG; electrode impedances were maintained below 5 KOhm. The electrodes were distributed across the scalp, and the precise 3-D locations were digitized for each subject, however, the topographic maps in Figure  1 were plotted using a single averaged electrode array applied to each subject's data. During recording, the scalp electrodes were referenced to the right mastoid process. Following artifact rejection for eye movements, blinks, blocking, and movement artifacts, ERPs were separately calculated for the nontarget and target bilateral arrays as a function of the differing task conditions (i.e., attend-left and attend-right). Only the data for the more frequent, nontarget stimuli are presented here, but the effects for target stimuli were very similar in the P1 time range. Scalp topographic mapping was performed using the spherical spline interpolation method of Perrin et al. [1989] . Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess group statistical significance for the ERP data. The mean amplitude over the time window from 100 to 140 msec (P1 component) after stimulus onset was measured in each subject over occipital scalp sites. The well-established P1 attention effect would be reflected in an interaction of direction of attention (attend left vs. attend right) and hemisphere of recording (left hemisphere and right hemisphere).
RESULTS
Significant fMRI activations were found in each subject as the result of focused visual-spatial selective attention (Table I) . When subjects attended the symbol pair in the left hemifield, the right posterior fusiform Spatial attention effects in fMRI and ERP measures for each of the six subjects (S1-S6). Attention to the left half of the symbol arrays is shown in blue, and attention to the right in red in the fMRI images. The significantly activated pixels are overlaid onto highresolution proton density scans from each subject. The topographic maps were computed from the mean voltage over the interval from 100-140 msec after stimulus onset, for the attend left minus attend right ERP waveforms, and are each autoscaled. As a result of the direction of the subtraction, in the topographic maps, the positive-going P1 attention effect over the left hemisphere for attend right appears as a negative polarity focus (red to yellow colors). gyrus showed increased blood flow, and when attention was directed to the right, this activation was found in the left posterior fusiform gyrus. These effects are shown for each subject mapped onto high-resolution anatomical scans in Figure 1 .
The two adjacent coronal sections for each subject were taken through the occipital lobe at the level of the posterior fusiform gyrus. In the figure, blue colored pixels indicate those that are correlated with attending to the left, and red colored with attending to the right. The right hemisphere is on the right of each figure. These data show that attention-related activations were relatively consistent across subjects. All subjects showed contralateral posterior fusiform activation for spatial attention, with the exception of subject 3 (S3), for whom no activation reached significance at the .05 level in the right hemisphere for the filtered data considered here.
In addition to the activations in the fusiform gyrus, there was also evidence of activations in other areas of extrastriate visual cortex, such as the middle occipital gyrus. The middle occipital gyrus activations were similar to those we have reported previously using PET in that the pattern showed an increase in blood flow in the hemisphere contralateral to the attended hemifield [c.f., Mangun et al., 1997] .
Activations in lingual and inferior occipital gyri were also observed in some subjects. Sporadic activations were observed in the parietal cortex, but these were not as robust or consistent across subjects. For example, in subjects 3 and 6, activations were observed in inferior parietal lobe during attention to the right hemifield. The ERPs also showed significant amplitude modulations (P Ͻ .05 for interaction of direction of attention and hemisphere of recording across the six subjects) in the P1 latency range, that we refer to as the P1 attention effect. These effects reflected the fact that the P1 was more positive in amplitude over the occipital scalp regions contralateral to the attended hemifield. These are shown for each subjects as topographic voltage maps computed for the period from 100-140 msec after the onset of the nontarget bilateral symbol arrays (Fig.  1) . As can be observed in the figure, each subject showed a contralateral occipital attentional focus on the scalp that corresponds to the P1 attention effect. These foci of attentional modulations were highly consistent over the left hemisphere (six out of six subjects), but were more variable over the right hemisphere. Only group statistics were calculated for the ERPs.
DISCUSSION
These data clearly demonstrate focal attentionrelated activity as measured by fMRI in single subjects. The pattern of results provides a clear replication of our prior findings of activations in the contralateral fusiform gyrus, and middle occipital gyrus with spatial attention. Moreover, these data indicate that activations in the posterior fusiform and middle occipital gyri are relatively consistent across subjects, as would be predicted by our prior PET results [Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun et al., 1997; see also O'Leary et al., 1997] . In addition, in some subjects, activations in the more medially located lingual gyrus, and ventral lateral inferior occipital gyrus were also observed. These activations were less consistent across subjects and would explain why they might not have been observed in our prior PET studies which relied on group averaged data.
Attentional modulations of the occipital P1 component were observed in all subjects, and thus are in line with numerous previous studies of spatial attention [e.g., Eason, 1981; Van Voorhis and Hillyard, 1977; Mangun and Hillyard, 1991; Mangun et al., 1993] . However, the scalp distribution of the P1 effects were somewhat variable across subjects. This is most likely due to differences in the underlying 3-D anatomy of the neural generators of the P1 effect. The scalp distribution of ERPs is influenced strongly by the orientation of the underlying neural generators [e.g., Nunez, 1981] . Hence, across subjects a relatively large variation in scalp distribution can be produced by neurons located in equivalent anatomical loci, due merely to changes in the orientation of the local cortical surface with respect to the scalp recording sites. In all subjects, however, a positive polarity ERP attention effect was clearly observed over the contralateral occipital scalp in the P1 latency range.
These data can be interpreted in light of our general model of visual-spatial selective attention [see Mangun, 1995] . When subjects attend to regions of visual space, incoming signals processed in visual extrastriate cortex are modulated. The activations in contralateral fusiform gyrus most probably represent increased neural processing for the stimuli presented in the selected region of space. These data in humans fits well with an ever growing body of evidence from single unit recordings in monkeys that has demonstrated that spatial attention can influence neuronal firing rates in various extrastriate areas [e.g., Moran and Desimone, 1985; Motter, 1994] .
Some data from work in monkeys [Motter, 1993] suggests that the striate cortex might also be modulated during spatial selective attention. There has also been a recent fMRI report that nonselective attention to motion (attending vs. passive viewing) results in changes in V1 activity [Watanabe et al., 1998 ]. However, in the present study, no compelling evidence for activations in striate cortex were observed. It is important to note, however, that the present analyses related functional activations to gross anatomical regions of visual cortex, not to functionally-defined areas as is possible to do using fMRI [Engel et al., 1994; Sereno et al., 1995] . Thus, a clear conclusion as to the relationship between some of the present activations in ventralmedial areas (lingual gyrus) and the borders of striate cortex cannot be drawn [however, see Mangun et al., 1998b) . In general, though, activations in the calcarine region were not observed (except in one hemisphere in one subject, S2). Given the emphasis on clustered activity in the present analyses, it is possible that small activations in the calcarine region may have been overlooked. Alternatively, it may be that during selective spatial attention where competing stimuli are widely separated, that the striate cortex is not engaged to achieve selective processing of visual inputs.
Importantly for progress in integration of electromagnetic and functional neuroimaging data [e.g., Mangun et al., 1998a] , the present results underscore both the consistency of ERP and fMRI measures of neural processing, as well as the variability between subjects. The latter is especially true for the scalp-recorded ERPs, due to the sensitivity of the scalp-recorded signal to the orientation of the intracranial neuronal generators. Future work should take into account this intersubject variability in order to improve the resolution of integrated modeling. The intersubject variability in anatomy and functional anatomy should not be thought of as limiting the prospects for multimethodological integration. Rather, the unique functional neural architecture of individuals can serve as a source of information to be used to achieve higher-resolution views of human brain function.
